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Letter from the director

A changed 
world but an 
organization 
undeterred
Dear reader,   

 

It is with great pleasure that we share our 2020 

annual report. A year for the history books, no 

doubt, and also one that demanded flexibility 

from us all. In the year that I joined the 

Netherlands eScience Center, I’m proud to say 

that our team here remained nimble, and strong. 

Despite global setbacks, we forged ahead with 

our mission, collaborating with our many 

partners to advance academic 

research through digital technologies.

An important milestone for us this year was the 

completion of our organizational strategy for 

the coming years 2021-2025; the result of a 

comprehensive internal and externally-facing 

process. With this strategy now in hand, we are 

entering a new, exciting, and challenging phase 

for the Netherlands eScience Center. As we 

enter this next phase of our life, we’re setting 

out with new strategic ambitions, while building 

an international organization of excellence to 

reach them.

Similarly significant for us in this period was our 

new, six-year collaboration with our parent 

organizations NWO and SURF. These key 

partnerships allow us to continue championing 

digital technologies across the Netherlands 

through our digital expertise. Further, they 

allow us to push the boundaries of academic 

research even further as we collaboratively 

design sustainable software.

Although the COVID-19 pandemic forced the 

Center to operate virtually, the eScience Center 

launched a number of calls and research 

projects undeterred. We started collaborations 

with NWO, ZonMW, the Heart Foundation, and 

the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport on a 

series of Big Data and Health projects awarded 

in late 2019.
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We also kicked off three large projects resulting 

from the 2019 eTEC-BIG Call on Innovative 

eScience Technologies for ‘Big Science,’ which 

we carried out together with SURF.

Critically, the eScience Center awarded a 

number of small-scale eScience initiatives 

specifically targeted at urgent research 

questions related to COVID-19. And finally, we 

are particularly proud to note that the Research 

Software Directory was completed as a proof of 

concept. In 2020, the eScience Center began to 

focus more on community; organizing 

workshops, sharing knowledge through online 

channels, and building mutually beneficial 

relationships with groups for whom our Center 

plays an important role. We delivered 

workshops on digital skills, research software, 

reproducible research, and machine learning, 

while an international gathering of eScience 

Center organizations took place under the 

umbrella of PLAN-E. These initiatives have all 

proved so successful and worthwhile that the 

eScience Center will invest in these and other 

outreach activities on a much larger scale in the 

future.

Personally, I’d like to thank my tireless team for 

their work in this last year. And you, dear 

reader, for your continued support and interest 

in our organization. As we collectively transition 

to a new normal, I couldn’t be more thrilled to 

be leading our team into our evolution as well.

Joris van Eijnatten 

CEO Netherlands eScience Center
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Strategy, business and 
operations at a glance

As the national eScience organization in the Netherlands, we believe 

that software innovation improves research outcomes. By continually 

evolving our strategy and the way we operate, we can provide our 

stakeholders with the best digital solutions to their research 

challenges.
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On strategy

A big part of 2020 was devoted to 

developing and writing our new 5-

year organizational strategy, and 

documenting it in two substantial 

plans: (1) a dissemination and 

community plan, and (2) a knowledge 

development plan

On business

In response to the global pandemic, 

we awarded a number of small-scale 

eScience nitiatives specifically targeted 

at urgent research questions related 

to COVID-19 

 

Our ASDI and eTEC calls and our 

much-anticipated National eScience 

Symposium were all delayed due to 

COVID-19, as was the outcome of the 

ESI-FAR joint call 

 

We started collaborations with NWO, 

ZonMW, the Heart Foundation, and 

the Ministry of Health, Welfare and 

Sport on a series of Big Data and 

Health projects 

 

We also kicked off three large projects 

resulting from the 2019 eTEC-BIG 

Call on Innovative eScience 

Technologies for ‘Big Science,’ which 

we carried out together with SURF 

 

Our Research Software Directory was 

completed as a proof of concept 

 

Numerous workshops and trainings 

were conducted in an overall effort to 

place greater focus on community 

through workshop outreach and 

online knowledge sharing 

 

We participated in an international 

gathering of eScience Center 

organizations under the PLAN-E 

umbrella

On operations

Our parent organizations NWO & 

SURF agreed to commit funding the 

eScience Center for another 6 years 

(2021-26), extending a vital source of 

income to support operations 

 

To support the new 5-year strategy, 

we also considered it prudent to look 

at the way we were structured, and to 

align in a way that best and most 

efficiently allows implementation of 

the new strategy. Outcomes from this 

restructuring process began on 1 June 

2021. 

 

We welcomed a total of 14 new hires 

in 2020, including the appointment of 

Joris van Eijnatten and Monique van 

der Linden as CEO and Operations 

Director respectively 

 

4 board meetings were held to 

develop the new strategy; 2 eSAC 

meetings were undertaken to gather 

input for our strategy, call procedure 

and job classification system, and with 

NWO and SURF for financial planning 

purposes 

 

We created a small team of 

Community Managers to further 

evolve past work engaging our 

audiences
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Driven by purpose
At the eScience Center, our 

purpose is to build and 

support a robust research 

community, in which all 

investigators in all domains are 

able to exploit advanced digital 

technologies to answer 

curiosity-driven questions. We 

do this in two ways: 

collaboratively designing 

software for research, and 

building digital expertise. And 

in doing so, we aim to keep the 

Netherlands at the forefront of 

cutting-edge international 

research.

Our vision on 
eScience
As an organization passionate 

about the possibilities of 

academic research, our vision on 

eScience opportunities and 

technologies turns into 

worthwhile collaborations with 

research groups and research 

communities, solving real 

research problems by 

developing high-quality, 

sustainable software. 

 

In concrete terms, this means 

we focus more than previously 

on lead applicants as 

representatives of research 

communities, rather that 

working only with individual 

researchers. We ask for 

commitment from institutions 

with regard to sustainability, 

scanning the research landscape 

to better understand what 

researchers need, to get a grip 

on new technological 

opportunities, and focussing on 

the integration of software 

capabilities in local and supra-

local research environments 

through knowledge transfer.

Our strategy
Guided by this purpose, it is our 

strategy to increase awareness 

of the opportunities digital 

methodologies and 

technologies afford, and 

increase the self-reliance of 

researchers. 

 

We strive to deliver the highest 

quality software to solve the 

most complex research 

problems. We aim to grow the 

eScience Center responsibly and 

sustainably. And to this end, we 

have restructured to create a 

more robust organization that 

can accommodate growth while 

increasing the quality and 

sustainability of its output.

Academic research
In terms of academic research, 

we see that digital capabilities 

are unequally divided over the 

research landscape. Overall, 

little attention is paid to 

software and the people who 

build it. Moving forward, we 

believe that more attention is 

needed for disciplines with a 

limited understanding of, or 

opportunities for, computer-

assisted research. We also see 

that researchers need more 

training; and that RSEs need 

to be identified explicitly as 

researchers/methodological 

specialists. Finally, much more 

attention needs to be paid to 

hosting and maintaining 

quality software; the 

development of software 

skills should be integrated 

into teaching as well as 

research. 

These are the passions and 

this is the thinking that drives 

us today.
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Projects

90 active projects across all disciplines, powered by teams 
passionate about the potential of academic research. 

 

In a dramatically changing world, we strengthened and supported 
many academic communities, helping them exploit advanced digital 
technologies to answer curiosity-driven questions. In doing so, we 

stayed true to our vision to keep the Netherlands at the forefront of 
cutting-edge international research.

Our open calls carried on as planned, with four calls to support Accelerating Scientific Discovery (ASDI), Innovative eScience Technologies 

(eTEC), Energy System Integration (ESI-FAR) and Excellence in the Simulation of Weather and Climate in Europe (ESiWACE2 Service 1). 

 

We awarded two ambitious early-career researchers €50,000 worth of support each as part of our Young eScientist Award.  

And finally, in response to extraordinary global circumstances, we also took a swift move to make €100,000 in in-kind support available to 

smaller research initiatives investigating the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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https://www.esciencecenter.nl/project-o…
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Scientific impact

Making a di�erence in research

Digitalization is fundamentally changing academic research and is 

happening in all domains. We value all academic disciplines equally 

and we’re interested in the content of research above the politics. 

Most of all, we believe in the power of an incisive research question. 

To that end, our research projects are chosen for the pioneering 

challenge, exceptional innovation and research promise they 

represent.

In 2020 we again invited submissions from interested researchers. We 

began work on a range of projects touching on fascinating topics from 

dark matter and spoken language analysis, to glacier change and the 

cancer genome – to name but a few. And in the course of the year, we 

celebrated a number of important milestones, elevating the scientific 

importance of our work.
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66
Papers published

152
Project proposals received

12
Jointly funded projects

11
Completed projects

28
Blog posts
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Highlights

Life Sciences and eHealth

PuReGoMe

Read art icle

APRIL 28TH, 2020

Royal Honour awarded to 
Patrick Aerts

Read art icle

DECEMBER 18TH, 2020

Chris Broekema and Michèle 
Nuijten winners of the Young 
eScientist Award 2020

Read art icle

When it comes to ambitions, one of our strategic pillars in the coming years is to build digital 

expertise. And one way we’re setting out to do this is by sharing our own expertise. We're an 

organization of passionate and highly engaged professionals; enthusiasts who continually 

occupy ourselves both at work and at play with diverse thinking in the world of eScience and 

research. We’ve created a small team of Community Managers now to further evolve past 

work 

engaging our audiences, whether it’s through conferences, hosting skills and technology 

workshops, publishing in the public domain or the many other forms of thought leadership we 

undertake. Below is a sample of some of our thinking from 3 blog posts this past year:

https://www.esciencecenter.nl/projects/puregome/
https://www.esciencecenter.nl/news/royal-honour-awarded-to-patrick-aerts/
https://www.esciencecenter.nl/news/chris-broekema-and-michele-nuijten-winners-of-the-young-escientist-award-2020/
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JUNE 18, 2020

Machine learning: when it is 
easy & when it is difficult

Sonja Georgievska

Read art icle

Blog posts

AUG 17, 2020

Parallel R in a nutshell

Pablo Rodríguez-Sánchez

Read art icle

APR 15, 2020

Mcfly: An easy-to-use tool for 
deep learning for time series 

classification

Florian Huber

Read art icle

https://blog.esciencecenter.nl/machine-learning-when-it-is-easy-when-it-is-difficult-9de0e1129593
https://blog.esciencecenter.nl/parallel-r-in-a-nutshell-4391d45b5461
https://blog.esciencecenter.nl/mcfly-an-easy-to-use-tool-for-deep-learning-for-time-series-classification-b2ee6b9419c2
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Research software

Open science is better for everyone

Sustainability is a buzzword in our culture in recent years, 

as it is in the world of eScience too. And in our space it is 

similarly about the most efficient use of resources. At the 

eScience Center, we’re wholeheartedly committed to the 

premise of sustainable software. That is, generating and 

developing software that is reusable.

In 2018 we launched the Research Software Directory (RSD) project. Essentially a sophisticated content management 

system, its aim is to create an efficient, user friendly hub for researchers to share their software. As one of our project 

initiators, Juriaan Spaaks says, the RSD “promotes open science by bringing together the data, the software and the resulting 

papers in one place.” Building is still underway (completion is expected in late 2022), but the RSD’s underlying open-source 

infrastructure has already been made available to selected partners, all of whom have given us resoundingly positive 

feedback so far. And the team working on this innovation are inspired by the promise the tool holds.

 

How about the numbers so far? Below you’ll find a comprehensive list of how we’re currently tracking with the tool:
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145
Software packages in 

the RSD as of December 
2020

81
Projects listed

140
Contributors so far

97%
Software packages with 

a DOI

209
Linked scientific 

publications

56
Unique mainstream 
media publications

Feature news
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eScience Center awards funding to four 
research projects focused on COVID-19

With these projects, the eScience Center will use its expertise 

in research software development to help address the current 

pandemic

Read more

FAIR Software website

The Netherlands eScience Center and Data Archiving and 

Networked Services (DANS) recently launched a new FAIR 

Software website for researchers.

Read more

https://www.esciencecenter.nl/news/escience-center-awards-funding-to-four-research-projects-focused-on-covid-19/
https://www.esciencecenter.nl/news/escience-center-releases-work-package-to-help-researchers-compute-energy-transport-in-arctic/
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Connecting with our 
community

Responding to the announcement of a global pandemic, in March we 
made the decision to close our Amsterdam office. It was followed 

soon after by news that we would also cancel our much-anticipated 
National eScience Symposium. Plans are underway to run the event 

in 2022. However, as we observed in the broader culture, the 
eScience Center team 

too was incredibly resilient. COVID-19 or not, we still undertook an 
admirable programme of online events and activities, some of which 

are highlighted below.

From 20-24 January, the Netherlands eScience 

Center held a workshop on Machine Learning for 

Research at its offices at Amsterdam Science 

Park. During the workshop, which took place in a 

collaborative workspace, six teams from 

different disciplines and research institutions 

spent a week doing hands-on work with machine 

learning experts from the eScience Center. Each 

team 

came equipped with their own data and went on 

to an intensive one-week collaboration with 

machine-learning experts from the eScience 

Center, in collaboration with SURF, to explore 

the best machine learning strategy to tackle their 

research question.
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In September, the eScience Center was formally 

invited to join the Advisory Group (Adviesraad) of 

the National Programme Open Science. Together 

with partners such as ZonMW, the National 

Library, DANS and SURF, the eScience Center 

contributes its expertise to modernize and 

strengthen open science policies on a national 

level. In 2020, the Center also participated in the 

sounding board "European Open Science Cloud," 

coordinated by the Ministries OCW and EZK. In 

this month we also joined the International 

Research Software Alliance.

In October, for SORSE, an international series of 

workshops around research software 

engineering, we provided we provided an 

opportunity to Research Software Engineers 

(RSE) to develop their skills, create new 

collaborations and engage with RSEs worldwide. 

This workshop looked at what we do and don’t 

know about RSEs. Participants worked together 

to collect and classify existing empirical research 

about RSEs, and identify ‘blind spots’ where 

further research is needed.
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In November, we hosted an online CodeRefinery 

workshop to teach software best practices, and 

tools and skills to efficiently develop and 

maintain research software. The key objective of 

the workshop was to grow researchers’ software 

best practices skills, to facilitate open and 

reproducible research. The workshop focused on 

methods to build modular, reusable, maintainable, 

sustainable, reproducible, testable, and robust 

software.
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In December, we held a virtual work conference 

on Text Mining in Psychotherapy and (e)health 

Research to get acquainted with the possibilities 

of text mining research, and extend research 

using Sentiment analysis and LIWC (Linguistic 

Inquiry and Word Count ). Participants also 

gained hands-on experience with the upgraded 

Open Source Text Mining platform, Orange, 

together with modules we developed specifically 

for TM research in psychotherapy and health 

related research (e.g. anonymization tools to 

work with sensitive patient data, visualization 

tools). The event helped participants build their 

network and explore the possibilities of 

collaboration both in the Netherlands and 

internationally.
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Facts and figures

In 2020, the eScience Center had a total operating budget of €9.887.295. As 

in previous years, the majority of this budget was directed towards research 

work and our calls for proposals. In those projects we connect the world of 

scientific questions and research challenges from domain sciences with the 

world of data and computer sciences and digital infrastructures.
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Totale omzet: €9.887.295,00

https://dennisgroot.gitlab.io/escience-p…
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Below you’ll also find a breakdown of other significant numbers from the organization:

20
Number of nationalities

14
New team 

members

26
Youngest team member

56
Oldest team 

member

73
Total team members
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Forward looking 
statements

Within the field of eScience, technology and academic research, we 
are continually scanning the academic landscape to inform our 

strategy and operations. Herewith our most current thinking on a 
range of topics relating to the state-of-the-art.

The period 2021-2025 is the start of our new strategy, resulting in a totally new way of 

organizing our calls for proposals. From 2021 on, our calls will be 100% in-kind with higher 

acceptance rates and considerably more focus on software sustainability 

 

As a newly formed organization in this period moving forward, we will professionalize our 

project management and implement a structure to actively connect to academic domains 

 

We will devote substantial attention to digital skills and knowledge dissemination activities, 

and establish connections with digital competence centres 

 

In 2021 we will do a major survey of new eScience technologies by reaching out to our 

many stakeholders and will collaborate on this with the Netherlands AI Coalition  

 

We anticipate a growing demand for the opportunities that the eScience Center offers, and in 

more disciplines; in order to support this growth, our team and the demand for research 

software engineers will also grow 

 

Horizon Europe will offer new opportunities to collaborate with the eScience Center

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en
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Environmental, social 
and governance

Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) are the three aspects 
through which a group or organization can assess its approach to 

doing business to ensure that operations are conducted responsibly 
and sustainably. Further, that its societal impact is acknowledged 

and considered. Mirroring cultural imperatives, these aspects 
support an increasingly widely held view that organizations holding 

themselves accountable to stakeholders and increasing 
transparency will be more viable, and valuable, in the long term. 
Herewith a list of key initiatives of the eScience Center at present:

As part of our new strategy, the eScience Center will focus more resources on championing 

the notion of sustainable software, which, like its eco-counterpart, seeks to create reusable 

software 

 

The eScience Center is a proud co-creator and advocate of the Fair Software platform, 

designed to promote sustainable software practices worldwide 

 

In 2020 we invested in a PhD project on cultivated meat, and there are a number of currently 

running projects that improve research outcomes on social, ecological, climate and 

environmental topics 

 

As a group we are placing more attention on green computing and office (hardware) 

supplies, including a shift to eco-friendly printers 

 

Research and plans are underway to move to a greener and more sustainable office space, in 

addition to exploring a distributed working model for employees in the wake of pandemic 

work-from-home policies 

 

https://www.fair-software.eu/
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Upcoming projects

Herewith a list of our priority projects for 2021 and beyond 
 
 

Work is underway to assemble a team to complete our RSD 

project 

 

In 2021 we will launch our rebranding and new website, a new 

identity set to take us into the next 5 years with our new strategy 

 

Our team of Community Managers is in place and have been 

tasked with engagement to create an organization of greater 

transparency, outreach and skills 

 

We have a new dedicated team working on our research 

software to help ensure its continued adoption beyond the 

speci�c project within which it arose  (the GT, which stands for 

generalization team) 

 


